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(1) Objectives

(3) Ocean Heat Content in the North Atlantic

Impact on skill of choice of (i) ocean state estimate
and of (ii) anomaly or full field nudging
Understand discrepancies in NA OHC changes and
net driving fluxes in assimilations

The full-field systems are outperformed by the hindcasts based on anomaly nudging

Timeseries of OHC (1021 J) in the
Subpolar Gyre (SPG) region
(50N-60N, 75W-9E); modeled
OHC was integrated either from
0-700 m (upper row) or over the
entire water column (lower row);
each panel contains the
observational estimate from
NODC (0-700 m, red, solid) and
a hindcast (lead years 2-5, black,
dashed) plus the respective
assimilation run (black, solid)
from baseline-1 (left column),
prototype-oras4 (middle) and
prototype-gecco2 (right);
anomaly correlation coefficients
(ACC) w.r.t. NODC (red) and
respective assimilation (black)
are included in panels.

Understand role of initialized ocean transport
processes for skill of NA OHC in hindcasts

(2) Experimentation
Assimilation runs: nudging the MiKlip model, in the
ocean, with 3-dim fields of either full or anomalous
temperature & salinity data from state estimates
ORAS4 (Balmaseda et al., 2013) or GECCO2 (Köhl,
2014) and, in the atmosphere in all cases, with 3-dim
temperature, vorticity, divergence and surface
pressure fields from a merger of ERA-40 (Uppala et
al., 2005) and ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011).
ORAS4:
anomaly:

baseline-1

full-field:

prototye-oras4

GECCO2:
prototype-gecco2

Hindcast runs: The assimilation runs are then used to
initialize suites of 10-year-long ensemble hindcasts
with the MiKlip prediction system starting in January
each year from 1961 to 2014. Only low resolution
(T63L47-GR15L40) and subsamples of 10 ensemble
members per suite are considered here.

ACCs of hindcasts of OHC in the
SPG region as function of lead time
for baseline-1 (black), prototypeoras4 (magenta) and prototypegecco2 (blue) with the observational
estimate from NODC (0-700 m, left)
and with the respective assimilation
run integrated over both the upper
700 m (middle) and the entire water
column (right); circles in all panels
indicate significance at 95%

(4) Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

(5) SPG Heat Budget

Full-field nudging induces spurious dynamical changes leading to local overturning
cells and alteration of ocean transport of mass and heat

In the hindcasts, memory of induced spurious dynamical
changes severely impacts on predicted OHC evolution

Timeseries of the heat
budget (J/s) over the
entire water column in
the SPG region;
comparison of
assimilation runs (left
column) and hindcasts
for lead year 1 (right
column) from baseline-1
(upper row), prototypeoras4 (middle) and
prototype-gecco2
(lower); each panel
contains OHC
tendencies (black), net
heat flux at the surface
(red), net heat flux due to
ocean advection at
northern and southern
boundaries (green) and
the sum of heat fluxes
(blue).

Timeseries of AMOC at 1000 m (Sv, upper row) and heat transport
(1014 J/s, lower row) at 50N (left column) and 60N (right column)
from assimilation runs of baseline-1 (black), prototype-oras4
(magenta) and prototype-gecco2 (blue).
(left) Long term mean (1960-2011) of the zonally integrated flow field
in the Atlantic (Sv) from assimilation runs of baseline-1 (upper),
prototype-oras4 (middle) and prototype-gecco2 (lower).

assimilations

(6) Main Findings
Different ocean state estimates, by means of the intermediate assimilation step, deliver different states
for initializing forecasts
In the assimilations, full-field nudging, in particular, induces spurious dynamical changes in the North
Atlantic, resulting in altered ocean transport of mass and heat
In the hindcasts, these spurious changes are still present in the first forecast years and severely impact
OHC predictions
Our full-field systems are significantly outperformed by the hindcasts based on anomaly nudging for
almost all forecast years when NA OHC is considered

hindcasts
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